e Congrès européen d’études taiwanaises

th Annual EATS Conference

Lyon, April 30 - May 4, 2013

Doctoral Workshop
Organized by AFET / Francophone Association of Taiwan Studies
April 30 09:00-17:30 at Institut d’Études Transtextuelles et Transculturelles
Lyon 3 University, 7, rue Chevreul (Métro Jean-Macé)
May 1 09:00-12:00 at Institut d’Asie Orientale
ENS de Lyon, 15, parvis René-Descartes (Métro Debourg)

Annual EATS Conference
Organized by EATS / European Association of Taiwan Studies
Taiwan and Its Neighbours
May 2 - 4, ENS de Lyon (at Buisson and Descartes)

Panels: Taiwan’s security; MA panel; Small islands, big issues; Taiwan and Ireland in comparison; Taiwan’s non-Aboriginal literature; Migrations and new members; Religious Issues in Taiwan; Indigenous languages and literature; New perspectives on Taiwan’s international relations; Media industries; Cross-Strait politics since the 2012 elections; Crafting new political spaces and visibilities; Cultural flows; Taiwan’s history; Environmental issues and tourism; Taiwan’s domestic politics: a neighbouring context; Economic integration and trade across the Taiwan Strait; Historical geopolitics of Taiwan.

Cultural Events
May 3rd 16:30 - 17:45 Screening in presence of the author of the documentary Botel Tobago. The Island of Men, 2011, by Véronique Arnaud, CNRS (salle de Conférences à Buisson)
May 4th 15:30 - 19:00 Boat tour on river La Saône, Architectural and historical tour of the old city, a World Heritage Site

Local contact and organizer: stephane.coccuff@ens-lyon.fr / +33.6.9579.5499 or +33.4.3737.8433
Lyon Normal Superior School at Descartes and Buisson, 15 parvis René-Descartes, +33.4.3737.8020

KEYNOTE SPEECHES

T.-J. CHENG, College of William and Mary, United States Offshore Democracies: An Ideational Challenge for China.
E. ZEITOUN, Institute of Linguistics, Academia Sinica, Taiwan Language contact and language change among the Formosan languages. An exemplification with Saisiyat.
A.-C. HSIAU, Institute of Sociology, Academia Sinica, Taiwan A tale of the 70s. The generational origin of contemporary Taiwanese politics and culture.

With the support of the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange and Taiwan’s Representative Office in France, and the collaboration of the Taiwan Foundation for Democracy, the Institutes of Sociology and of Linguistics, Academia Sinica, the Lyon Institute of East Asian Studies, the Francophone Association of Taiwan Studies and the Institute for Transtextual and Transcultural Studies.